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Greetings from your newest mod, /u/CrazyHorseInvincible
13 upvotes | April 29, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Yes, I know, new account. Modding a controversial subreddit means some extra anonymity is in
order. Rest assured I've been here a while.
I'll be pitching in to help sort through some of the chaff so that the good stuff can shine through. As
we become a larger and larger community, our moderation needs change, and with close to 50,000
readers, it's no longer really enough to simply ban egregious trolls and call it a day.
We've spun off a bunch of smaller subreddits for the sorts of relevant content that tends to pile up
quickly, please use them. We also may have to pull low-quality or low-effort submissions.
I see the purpose of moderation as being not to enforce a particular point of view (although trolls and
non-contributing haters will be shown the door at high velocity), but to enforce a particular standard
of quality and productive discussion.
As always, your feedback and suggestions are welcome.
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Girl ignores /r/askmen's advice, and goes hardcore RPW.
Needless to say, everything goes better than expected.
31 upvotes | June 28, 2014 | /r/RedPillWomen | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.redditlog.com/snapshots/765825
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The next one of you assholes to post some shit about this or that
movie was redpill, bluepill, whatever... gets permabanned.
150 upvotes | February 27, 2015 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This is a discussion group, not show and tell at your fucking elementary school. No movies, no songs,
no fucking TV shows.
Wanna use it to start a discussion about a principle, fine. But if you have nothing better to post than
movie quotes or dissecting how "redpill" a piece of fucking fiction is, then you need to lurk more
until you have something to say that's worth 100,000 people's precious time.
And from now, you get to make a new account to do it with. This was your one warning. You all
know who the fuck you are.
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Some Miscellaneous Modnews.
100 upvotes | March 15, 2015 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
As the community steadily grows, we are constantly refining our policies, and strategy for preserving
both the health and usefulness of /r/TheRedPill .
Here's a few of our latest thoughts.
Moderating lightly vs. moderating heavily.
We walk a constantly-changing tightrope between stifling debate and letting in too many trolls.
Overall, our goal has always been, and continues to be, preserving the signal to noise ratio above all,
and ensuring the top of the front page remains as useful to the recovering beta as possible.
As such, we tend to remove posts very aggressively, while being somewhat more conservative in
banning users. We've settled on a general practice of:
Remove any post that doesn't clearly add value.
Issue a short timeout (ban for about two weeks, or some such), for well-intentioned users who
clearly didn't understand the rules, and need to lurk more before posting.
Permaban anyone who intends to sabotage the group or hinder recovering betas from achieving
happy, self-determined lives.
Permaban anyone arguing against TRP with postmodern discourse. Debating against TRP
principles is permissible because it helps participants test and explore their ideas, but ultimately
the group is here for people who want help, not for people who want to argue. If you want to
argue the premises, either keep it about facts and principles, not feelings or moral, or take it to
PPD.
This strategy seems to be working out pretty well. We always get the occasional butthurt rant from a
banned troll, or some newbie who doesn't understand that having a post removed is not a punishment,
but overall the group seems to be growing and thriving.
One new policy we are considering.
In the future, we may start removing more red- or blue-pill examples if they come from daytime tv
talk shows, or reality shows. While these are not exactly fiction (which already verboten as an
example source), they are heavily staged, heavily edited, sometimes scripted, and generally tend to
focus on unusually broken people. If are trying to discuss which principles of human behaviour are
universal, not what the freakshow does, and I think if anything is truly a thing worth talking about,
we can find better examples than some weirdo on Maury Povitch.
About concern trolling and tone policing.
Those rules are here to protect the subreddit as a whole from disruption and dilution by newbies and
trolls, not to protect individual people from hearing things they don't like. If someone says "Don't tell
young men to do this, it's bad for them.", that would not fall under the concern trolling rule. I'm not
going to weigh in on that particular debate (not while wearing a mod hat), but productive discussions
ensued, and we will not be shutting them down.
Reporting problem posts.
Users are doing an awesome job of spotting problem comments and posts and tagging them for our
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attention. This is really helpful. Many of you are doing this already, but if why something should be
removed is not immediately clear, or if it's a bit of a subjective decision, then the more you explain in
that comment box, the better. This your chance to make a case for why something doesn't belong
here. Every time we look at a reported post, we are making one more decision : "Am I protecting the
group, or stifling debate and discussion?"... so the more you have to say, the more helpful it is.
New Mod
/u/EpicLevelCheater has introduced himself and been quite active, so I'm sure many of you are
already familiar with him. But I'd like to publicly welcome him aboard, and thank him for his tireless
troll-slaying. The mod load gets heavy sometimes, and sharing it more ways gives all of us more time
to spend with each decision we have to make.
Reposts
Please don't report things for being reposts. The priority here, unlike the rest of reddit, is not "who
gets valueless internet points for what?", but "is good information available to readers, or not?". If
something is over-repeated, perhaps it should be yanked, but the fact that something is a repost is not,
in and of itself, enough.
Feedback
As usual, if you have comments on the moderation process, this is the post to comment in. (Just
remember that /r/theredpill is not, and never will be, a democracy.)
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Words can be weapons. Do not let those you hate you control
the symbols you think with.
200 upvotes | March 30, 2015 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Today, I found this in modmail.
I've been banned from the forum, which really saddens me. I used the word "misogyny". I
never ever called anyone misogynistic, i just asked if calling a women you know little about
a "cum dumpster" wasn't "slightly misogynistic". It was meant as an honest straight forward
question. I'm fairly new on the subreddit and i'm loving it. It's by far the best forum I've ever
stumped upon, and i'm afraid I've been mistaken for a troll due to my own ignorance. {other
stuff redacted}

... and I said something we could all stand to think about a bit.
The word "misogyny" isn't just a word for a thing.
It is a weapon.
It is a weapon used to silence men and render their speech ineffective.
This is how it works:
Man: The majority of child murders are committed by women.
Woman: That's a misogynistic thing to say.
Man: It's not misogynistic, it's just the actual facts.
Woman: You saying it is misogynistic because reasons.
Both: {discussion about whether or not Man is a misogynist.}
Do you see it now? The topic has been changed. The subject the man tried to speak about has not
been discussed. He has been silenced.
Tell me, what is the word for someone who doesn't like cats? Who doesn't like black people? Who
doesn't like Indians? Who hates cars? There are none.
We just say "person who doesn't like cats". And that's fine, we can used multiple words to say that,
because we're not sneakily trying to attach a moral judgement to that. If someone doesn't like cats,
they don't like cats. So what?
Without the word "misogynist", here's how that same conversation goes:
Man: The majority of child murders are committed by women.
Woman: You must hate women.
Man: What's that got to do with anything? We're talking about who kills children.
Woman: Well, yes, but you hate women.
Man: Quit evading. Do you do disagree that the majority of murdered children are killed by women?
I have the numbers right here.
See how it works? "Misogynist" has a moral judgement attached to it. "Don't like women" doesn't.
And because "misogynist" carries a moral aspersion, using it in a debate is ad hominem, which is a
www.TheRedArchive.com
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bannable offense.
Now, let's see what happens to the what you said if we remove the word "misogynistic".
Its awesome to figure out the cum dumpsters and crazy bitches to avoid. Wow...
isn't that slightly misogynistic?
becomes
Its awesome to figure out the cum dumpsters and crazy bitches to avoid. Wow...
don't you hate all women?
See how ridiculous that is? What you said was now revealed as total nonsense. But you didn't notice
that because you have been trained to use the vocabulary of people who wish to subjugate you.
(S)he who controls the words you use, controls the thoughts you think.
If you are new here, you are coming off a decades-long course of feminist brainwashing. That's why
you were able to entertain such as silly notion as "Because this guy used an insulting word to describe
women who behave badly, he must hate all women and be an immoral person because of that.".
Can you see now, how that word is a weapon for the purpose of preventing men from ever calling
women out on any bad behaviour they engage in?
EDIT: "Those WHO hate you". Oops.
EDIT2: The user's ban was made temporary, so he can lurk more and detox from thought-reflexes
like this, after which he will most likely be a useful member of our discussion group.
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Textwalls will be deleted on sight.
153 upvotes | October 20, 2015 | /r/askTRP | Link | Reddit Link

Still in effect:
Starting today, any post containing no paragraph breaks or other proper formating to make it readable
will be deleted.
This sub is here for you to ask for help and advice from others, who give it to you freely. If you
cannot take thirty extra seconds to make sure your post is easy for them to read, you do not deserve
help, and you would not be industrious enough to benefit from advice.
There will be no exceptions made for posting from a mobile device. These devices have virtual
keyboards which also have spacebars and enter keys.
If your post is a textwall, it will vanish without notice, period. That is all.
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You are Not a Special Fucking Snowflake.
258 upvotes | November 23, 2015 | /r/askTRP | Link | Reddit Link
We get it.
You have brown skin. You're short. You're tall. You're an introvert. You're extroverted and
hyperactive. You have a thick Russian accent. You're skinny. You're fat. You have one arm. You
don't speak the local language. Your eyes are different colours.
Stop asking for a special program. Because it doesn't fucking matter. Everyone has different stuff
about them. But I fucking guarantee you are not so unique that the TRP advice needs to be
customized for you.
How does a white man get strong? He eats a lot, sleeps a lot, and lifts really heavy things.
How does a black man get strong? He eats a lot, sleeps a lot, and lifts really heavy things.
How does a brown man get strong? He eats a lot, sleeps a lot, and lifts really heavy things.
How does a yellow man get strong? He eats a lot, sleeps a lot, and lifts really heavy things.
How does a red man get strong? He eats a lot, sleeps a lot, and lifts really heavy things.
Asking for special advice is just another form of procrastination. "Oh, I can't just go and do
Stronglifts 5x5 like everyone fucking else. I need to ask the internet endlessly about how to tweak it so
I can get maximum benefit from the exact way I bench press 135 lbs. with my tiny little stick arms!"
No, you fucking don't. You need pick up the heaviest thing you can lift, any old way, put it down
again, and keep doing that.
You know who needs custom programs and tailored advice? Intermediate lifters and beyond, that's
who. The guy whose bench is stuck at 265 because he broke his collarbone ten years ago and it wasn't
set right and so he's always been a little weaker right on the bottom on that side. The guy with the bad
habit of rounding his back a little when he tries for that five-plate deadlift. The guy who needs more
thickness in his upper back... weighted pullups or bent over dumbbell rows?
If you've never had a threesome, your race doesn't matter. Because what matters is that you are a
newb and haven't mastered the basic material yet. Yes, it's harder if you are a midget or a cripple. But
it is not different, just harder. You beat it the same damn way. ASKTRP is for when you don't
know what to do, not when you are too lazy to fucking do it, and you want some sympathy and
a cookie instead.
Race whining posts will vanish without notice, starting now.
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Rule Zero: The Mission
358 upvotes | December 23, 2015 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
As the author of several rambling rules posts, I've never been happy with the number of rules we
have, the number of posts they are scattered across, and how difficult some of those are for new
people to find and see.
This is hard to enforce, and harder to follow.
Time to simplify things, with a nugget of clarity just offered up by our own /u/Whisper (who needs
no introduction):
TRP's mission is to increase men's sexual power and options. Anyone who
does not share that goal will be banned the instant we detect them.
That means you must be here for one or both of these reasons:
You are a man who wants to improve your own control over your life, mostly your sex life.
You want to help men achieve that goal.
That's all.
Here for any other reason? Banned.
Here to argue about whether that's a good goal? Banned.
Write anything in here that sets some other goal (moralizing, showing off, political agenda, etc)
above that goal? Banned.
Disrupting that mission in any other way? Banned.
Here's all the old rules and policy posts if you like a lot of reading:
https://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/1u6m3m/the_basics_explained_and_our_direction_f
or_2014/ https://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/2xwllf/100000/
https://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/2zriww/the_complete_mod_policy_rundown/
https://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/3a0135/announcement_new_thread_requirements/
... but what you really you need to know is Rule Zero:
TRP's mission is to increase men's sexual power and options, and improve their lives.
This is the mission.
Support the mission.
Or go somewhere else.
That is all.
Other rules are simply specific cases of Rule Zero.
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If your post is not a request for advice, it will be removed.
74 upvotes | September 3, 2017 | /r/askTRP | Link | Reddit Link

No field reports. Those go in TRP.
No theory ideas. Those go in TRP.
No suggestions. Those go in TRP.
No starting debates as to whether TRP is moral or useful. Those go in PurplePillDebate.
No polls or surveys. Those don't go anywhere. They are beaten to death with a shovel, then
thrown headfirst into a swamp.
This place is only here for people to ask for personal advice, and get answers. If it's not about you,
personally, it does not belong here.
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If your post is not a request for advice, it will be removed *and
you will be banned permanently*.
92 upvotes | September 13, 2017 | /r/askTRP | Link | Reddit Link
Most of you are not stupid.
However, some people apparently are, and need help with some of the more difficult words in "If
your post is not a request for advice, it will be removed."
So from now on, either they will figure it out with the aid of this message, or they will no longer be
my problem, or yours.
So far I have been tempbanning for egregious violations, but it seems I am just making more work for
myself. So 24 hours after this goes up, anyone who posts polls, random musings, philosophical
questions, attempts to "discuss X issue", attempts to debate the group as a whole, shit that belongs on
TRP, or anything else that isn't a request for advice about the poster's personal situation will be
banned, permanently, and without further notice.
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New Mod - RedGoldSaint
228 upvotes | October 29, 2017 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
On behalf of the mod team, I'd like to extent a warm welcome to our newest member,
/u/RedGoldSaint, who has generously answered our request to pick up a mop and help us clean out
the constant spills of white knight, cuck, autistic loser, time waster, and internet tough guy that we get
on a regular basis.
As usual, mods are anonymous, but rest assured he's a veteran who knows his stuff, and has been
kicking ass and not bothering to take names for some time now.
So thank you once again, /u/RedGoldSaint, for joining our happy crew of cheerful autocratic
assholes. Did I mention you're not getting paid for this?
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All posts must be either requests for personal advice, OR for
theory clarification. Else you will be banned.
93 upvotes | December 20, 2017 | /r/askTRP | Link | Reddit Link

No field reports. Those go in TRP.
No theory ideas. Those go in TRP.
No suggestions. Those go in TRP.
No starting debates as to whether TRP is moral or useful. Those go in PurplePillDebate.
No questions about TRP theory for debate purposes. Those go to PurplePillDebate.
No polls or surveys. Those don't go anywhere. They are beaten to death with a shovel, then
thrown headfirst into a swamp.
This place is only here for people to ask for advice, and get answers. If it's not being asked for your
personal benefit, it doesn't belong here.
Note: this is a modification of the old "Personal questions only" rule, which was inappropriately
excluding requests for clarification of principles or concepts.
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New Mod: /u/halitenina
119 upvotes | January 29, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
... has graciously agreed to help us shovel out the shit, and nuke trolls from orbit, so we don't have to
lock down the sub again.
As usual, you don't know who he is, but we do, and rest assured he's been here awhile and has earned
his spurs.
So give him a warm welcome, and try not to make his job too hard, eh?
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New Mod: SlyGradient
70 upvotes | February 2, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Since the lockdown was both so necessary, and so popular, the mod team is rapidly recruiting new
members to better remove dross and promote quality.
Our latest volunteer is /u/SlyGradient. As usual, it's an alt account of someone who has been
consistently awesome here for some time.
Already /u/Halitenina has been doing an amazing job culling for quality and shrinking our terrifying
monster of a modqueue, so expect things to get better still.
Once again, thank you /u/SlyGradient, and welcome aboard!
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New Mod: TheRedPike
80 upvotes | February 6, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
If you've been watching at all, you know we are taking the long overdue step of adding new mods.
/u/TheRedPike is our latest volunteer to help clean up bad content and prevent the blind from leading
the blind. As usual, he's the alt account of someone who has consistently produced ass-kicking
content and insights for a long time, so we're honored and grateful that he's decided to take on the
often thankless job of policing this quarter-million-user monstrosity.
Thank you, /u/TheRedPike, and don't say we didn't warn you about The Queue From Hell.
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New Mod: RedShifter99
63 upvotes | February 12, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
You know the drill by now.
He's an old hand whose name you would recognize. He's here to help keep quality up. Don't post
stupid shit and you won't run into him, except as an invisible force keeping stupid shit from wasting
your time.
We're getting good results with a larger mod team... the signal to noise ratio is improving, and will
continue to get better as there are several more names on our list.
Thanks, /u/RedShifter99!
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New mod: LegendOfTheFrontier
76 upvotes | February 14, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Yes, we are adding more. Expanding the mod team has cleaned up the front page, and we hope to
keep things tight.
As usual, it's an alt for someone who knows our standards and will enforce them.
Thanks, /u/LegendOfTheFrontier, for agreeing to pick up a shovel!
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Shit to Avoid Saying in Modmail
131 upvotes | February 27, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
"This is a new throwaway account, but I'm weeally weaaally redpill! Make an exception to the
new user filter just for meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!"
No.
The new user filter is there for a reason. And we're not going to make extra work for ourselves
circumventing it because you pinkie-swear you're just the nicest person evar. If you're serious about
using a new account, put in the time.
"How DARE you ban me you incel faggot cuck child beta loser! I demand to be reinstated at
once, or I will make this public to all 15K people in PurplePillDebate! Fear the bad publicity!
Ahahahahahaahahahahh!"
Maybe you told an EC he was a "faggot". Maybe you wrote a long moral lecture about how it's
wrong to sex up married girls. Maybe you told another user to "go kill himself".
Or maybe I just fucking clicked on the wrong name. It's happened.
But all of that doesn't matter now, because being an ass in modmail gets you banned, too.
"Why did you remove my post?? I thought it was good!"
For the love of Invisible Space Jesus, WHAT post? I remove ten or twenty posts a day. Who are you?
What you talking about? Give me a link to follow, for fuck's sake.
"Here's a six page description of a problem I have! Please please please help me!"
We did help you, asshat. We created an entire group of subreddits, for the sole purpose of helping
you, and we tended them, and cared for them until they grew to a quarter of a million people, all
available to share their insights and experiences with you. But nnoooooooooo, that's not good enough
for you, you have to get personal attention from us, in your own private white-glove service chat,
because you're a special snowflake, and you have special needs, and mommy always said you were
special. Except you're not.
So fuck off.
"What do you think of this post? {Paste six pages.} I think it will change the entire world
forever!"
We think it doesn't belong in modmail, because posts don't go in modmail, genius.
"{You/we/the sky fairies} should make a post about {thing}! Here's a link! Get cracking!"
Be the change you wish to see in the world. Start writing. Impress us all.
"I'm going to start a chat server, and advertise it on your group, and there's nothing you can
do to stop me!"
You are not going to doxx our users, and just watch us.
"I can just make a new account!"
That's nice. We can ban with two clicks, in five seconds. Have fun getting each new account over the
new user filter!
"Hey, what are the time/karma/other requirements on the new user filter?"
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If we wanted you to know, we would have told you.
"I am a dark triad personality! Fear me! Give in to my demands!"
What, and you think we're not an entire allied pack of intelligent high-functioning psychopaths?
Bring it, kid.
"You are a bunch of psychopaths! Disband this misogynist group at once, or I shall report you
to {reddit/google/the FCC/Nancy Pelosi/the karma police/my mom}!"
What, you think we're literally a bunch of psychopaths? Lighten up, kid.
"The Brood Mothers! They SING to us! Can you not hear their song? Soon the oceans will rise
up, and the Space Rabbits shall return from the Purple Sector!"
Take your medication.
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My God... It's Full Of... Kittens.
612 upvotes | June 30, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I never thought I would see this.
But there it is.
After months of hard work by some of our new mods (and to a lesser extent myself), followed by a
glorious 4 day final sprint by /u/theredpike, the FUCKING MODQUEUE IS CLEAN.
That means we are out of the hole, and every single press of that report button will now get the
attention it deserves. Which means, in turn, that we can focus our full attention on filtering for
quality, and giving trolls and white knights a richly deserved helicopter ride.

Praise be unto /u/theredpike!
And keep hitting that report button!
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Here's The Original
297 upvotes | July 11, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Someone recently posted an excellent story here, which we stickied because it was a good example of
how even men who start from severe disadvantages can still improve their lot in life with
determination, habitual work, and clear goals.
It has come to our attention that this story was in fact plagiarized from elsewhere on the net.
We cannot, of course, leave it up. However, the original story is useful and informative.
So here is the earliest source we can find: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YF2R7PAqGQk . We
believe (although we cannot be certain) that it is the original. It is worth your time to listen.
Oh, and by the way:
If you're thinking of doing what this guy did, either because you have a fetish for meaningless
internet points, or you have something against TRP, or you're just mentally ill... there's almost
300,000 of us. That's a lot of eyes. We might believe you at first, but someone will see something,
and you WILL be caught, and we'll just ban you, and remove any trace of your short stay.
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Persuasion and the Modular Mind
1 upvotes | August 8, 2020 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.trp.red/p/whisper/1269
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Policy Discussion on "Just Leave Him".
149 upvotes | September 22, 2020 | /r/RedPillWomen | Link | Reddit Link
When we announced a rule saying "Just leave him" is not to be put forth as the first option, we got,
needless to say, a lot of feedback.
Some of it was very positive: "Yes! I am so sick of twenty-year old girls coming in here and telling
married women to leave their husbands over an imagined slight!"
Some of it was rather concerned: "Yes, I see the problem, but some relationships are clearly
dangerous or abusive. Are we really trying to keep those together?"
Some of it was downright autistic: "OMGWTFBBQ! You are trying to trap women with the first
dude they date even if it's toxic!"
Some of it had philosophical concerns: "Twenty-year old girls are giving relationship advice because
there aren't enough active mods and ECs to provide better guidance."
Well, the mod team has talked it over, read all the comments, discussed concerns, and made some
decisions. Here's what our goals are for the group are, in this matter:
1. We need to put a stop to low-experience, low-personal-investment commenters giving advice to
the tune of "Just leave him! You are a queen and deserve better!".
2. We need to make a clear distinction between "this is your committed long term relationship, fix
it instead of abandoning it", and "hey, this dude you went on two dates with is showing clear
red flags... look for someone else".
3. We need to recognize and call out situations where trying to "fix" the relationship would put
someone in severe danger (usually physical, but sometimes emotional or legal, too), and advise
those women to seek self-protection, rather than marital bliss.
4. We need to be able to provide more experienced guidance so that RPW's values can be made
clear to new readers.
So here's what we are going to do:
1. The rule will be "Don't advise abandonment of an LTR before trying other options, unless
someone is in danger".
2. This will only apply to something that's really a serious commitment, not a vetting process. Use
your common sense. We will not be "punishing" users for grey area stuff, but those who try to
make RPW into /r/relationship_advice will be shown the door.
3. We will compile, and take additional suggestions for, a list of constitutes "danger". It will
include things like violence and long term unilateral emotional abuse. It will not include things
like "said something mean once". This will go on the sidebar, and we will encourage anyone
who fears for someone else's safety to link to it.
4. Yes, we are undermodded. We have asked someone new to join the mod team, and she has
graciously accepted. Her mod account should show up some time in the next week. She will be
focusing on "troll control", so that others can type words more, and click buttons less.
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Thanks for your patience. We realize that your trust is not automatic, but we also have marriages,
jobs, friends, children, and lives of our own, and sometimes we have little time to spare, and a great
deal of difficulty attracting appropriate people to do some of the tedious and often thankless work of
sustaining a not just female, but feminine space in a culture increasingly hostile to femininity.
We realize that some people need heavy moderation, but there is also a core community that simply
needs to be left alone to use their common sense, and protected from trolls so that their voices do not
get drowned out.
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Rule Revision Announcement
29 upvotes | June 30, 2021 | /r/RedPillWomen | Link | Reddit Link
In light of a few recent personal request posts, the mod team are slightly revising rule#2.
The modified text reads:
All posts and comments must be in good faith.
Reported as: falsehoods, not giving or listening to advice, MIA
All information you choose to give about yourself and your situation must be true.
Hypotheticals must be stated as such.
Requests must be made with the intent of receiving useful advice, not sympathy, and advice
must be given with the intent of helping the person requesting it.
You must be interested in participating in the community to contribute
You cannot ask questions on behalf of others.
The relevant section is in italics.
What we have noticed is that certain posts describing a personal situation contain no actual request
for advice... simply a question such as "Am I being unreasonable here?", followed by a description of
a situation only from one point of view.
The obvious intent of such "questions" is to elicit an outpouring of sympathy, moral support, and
reassurances that the poster is completely in the right, and others are crazy, inconsiderate or
downright evil. Even where this is not the intent, it tends to be the result.
Sympathy and reassurance does not help solve a problem, or resolve any conflict between two or
more people. It does not equip posters with any new insights or strategies for resolving problems in
their personal lives. It feels good, but it doesn't help, even if the situation truly were one-sided, and
someone were actually being unreasonable.
If you want sympathy and not advice, go to r/relationship_advice. If you want to provide sympathy
and not advice, do the same. RPW is for helping each other find an actionable path forward, not for
seeking validation.
We will be removing posts that complain about a personal situation without seeking ways to resolve
it.
We will be removing comments that cast blame or give validation without making any effort to give
guidance.
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New Mod: LivelyLychee
54 upvotes | August 10, 2021 | /r/RedPillWomen | Link | Reddit Link
We (the mod team) promised you a new mod sometime back, to better address the constant influx of
new members who need to be oriented, and trolls and sightseers who need to be banned.
Unfortunately, the person we had in mind was overcommitted, but with work, we've found another
volunteer.
Please join me in welcoming /u/LivelyLychee. As usual, she's wearing a new account to protect her
from malcontents, but rest assured she's a long-time contributor who embodies the values of the
community, and knows what needs to stay and what needs to go.
I'd like to thank her for volunteering to help out.
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Treat yourself as if you were someone worth fighting for.
538 upvotes | December 20, 2021 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I had to ban someone today. But not for the reason you think. Here's what he wrote:
But the vast majority of guys on here are not getting a steady supply of sex. They
also wont magically turn into chad. And they will likely never be chad. Therefore,
its sometimes better to take a long hard look in the mirror and take the middle
road, rather than deceive yourself for years thinking that one day youll wake up
and be swimming in models.
Okay, so you don't believe this stuff works.
You want an easy path, because you don't have enough hope and self-belief to fully commit
to making your own life better. You want us to give you a quick way to get a girl, wrap her
up in ribbons, and tote her back to your mom's basement, so you can stick in her the closet
and go back to playing World of Warcraft, without having fundamentally changed your
habits or life.
Not only does that not work, it wouldn't be good for you if it did.
You are absolutely supposed to become 'Chad', not just a slightly better bugman who can
occasionally get a handjob from a greenhaired hambeast you buy flowers for.
The reason you don't believe you can succeed is that you haven't committed to the kind of
effort it would to take to see results that would make you believe. And the reason you
haven't committed is that you don't believe. And around and around and around it goes.
You are cheating yourself. You owe you. You are letting yourself down, because you won't
fight for what you really want, instead of settling for scraps.
So I'm going to put you in read-only mode for a while.
NOT to punish you. I don't want to cut you down or make you feel worse. I don't want you
to feel bad. I want you to feel good. I want you to be happy. But I can't do that for you. I
can't give that to you. YOU have to give that to you.
So maybe if I stop you from writing stuff here, you'll go to the gym instead. Maybe if I stop
you from writing stuff here, you'll go talk to a girl instead. Maybe if stop you writing here,
you'll go to med school, or start a business, or write that book, instead.
I've put years of love and effort into this place, trying to make it into something that can
help you get what you want... but I can't do it for you. You have to get up and do something,
instead of writing stuff in here to talk yourself out of success.
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Why don't you believe you can be 'Chad', when I believe it? Why does an internet stranger
believe in you more than you believe in you? Why are you failing yourself when all you
have to do is keep putting one foot in front of the other?
Go look in the mirror. Go ask yourself for an explanation of why you refuse to help you.
Then go out and start treating yourself as if you were someone you loved.
And when the ninety days of silence expires, write me another article that tells me what you
did to make things better for yourself. To make you a better you. And if you can tell me
something that you did that was worth doing, I swear I will fucking sticky it so others can
see how this works.
Do you understand this?
If don't accept the possibility that you can have what you want, then nothing I can say or do will help.
Everything we say here is intended to get you to fight for yourself. Sometimes, you're just lying on
the floor in fetal position, and we have to kick you and call you a worthless piece of crap, because if
it hurts and don't like it, then you are admitting to yourself that some things hurt and you want life to
not hurt.
Stop giving up.
Stand up and fight.
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